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Juanita apologizes for the paucity of artwork in this issue. This is 
due to the fact that she has been spending more time on schoolwork than 

on fanac, and will be corrected in the next issue. 

This final stencil (final except for Juanita's editorial, which is al-
ways the last thing in the issue to he typed) is being cut on a Sunday 

morning when all right-thinking people are in chu_, ch. It is November 29, 
there is a light covering of snow on the ;round, Bruce is pursuing his 
favorite occupation of watching television ccmmerox ls, Ran Is sleeping 
under the house, Juanita is stencilling the cover, and I'm wondering 
when I'm ever going to got time to read the stack of approximately 20 

rriagazines and paperbacks sitting on top of a bookcase. With luck, this 
issue should go into the mail tomorrow, Nov. 30, and preserve our re-
cord of publishing one issue each month for 2 months a.nd never mind 

what time each month) . RSC 
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R1 t Li Both the timing and the n atur e 
of this issue are my fault.... and 

. r 
this business of college...the ac- 
qurring of a Master's in elementary 
education is not my idea, but that 
of the state laws that let a B.S. 
teaching license lapse ithin ten 
years; but a Master's within. those 

~ ! I ten years makes the license perma- 
nent, ... of course, this just applies 

\tom . 1 ice, ~_ ~ _ ~__J r~- to recent graduates...in the old 
I days, anyone who taught for ts,~o 

years  and didn't kill a student or 
; et dragged up on a morals charge 

had a permanent license....this particular quarter involved 16 quarter 
hours of night classes, whilst baby-sitting with Brace during the day... 
a procedure I would not recommend.. .,,There is nothing quite eq. ivalent 
to typing a graduate course term paper with the assistance of a two year-' 
old three papers are required on my particular aster's set-up, and 
this quarter gets two of them out of the viay~....gz ite frankly, I was un-
able to trite the "unbiased" papers supposedly required, because I was 
quite frankly biased in favor of both my subjects iontaigne and The 
wizard of Oz  . ...neither of the professors ob- joc~ted to, or noticed, the 
bias, so all's well, arparently.....In my ncn-education course elective, 
a class nee seminar, I was extremely grateful for famish training in 
composing on stencil, letter -writing, and general expressing-oneself -via -
writing afforded by f andom ( no matter how poorly I might do it); the f fin-
al exam called for two written -on-the -snot critiques of two books from 
one's completed reading list - the prof takes your list at the beginning 

of the period, checks a couple, and returns it to you....I was delighted 

to get at least one book I felt versed enough on to write a reasonably 

decent review, dashed off a fairly m mpetent (or so I fondly thought) 
second critique, then got up to leave I left behind me 95 of the 

class, acid nearly all of then, I'm sure, did a much better job of read-
ing and researching than I - their problems involving the simply matter 
of putting their own thoughts on paper more erasures, cross-outs and 
pencil-chewing I never hope to encounter. 'hank Arg~a for last-minute 
editorials and letters I must disagree with my bitter half regard-
ing one letter column statenent...play is not always indicative of im-
maturity...the intelligent use of leisure is one of the signs of a crea-
tive and progressive personality (now we cone down to a big hassle on 
the definition of "intelligent" mid whether or no it applies to fandon). 
Human progress has been geared around the presumption that improvements 
in agriculture, food gathering, housing, manufacturing, et, al., led to 
more leisure time, which in turn led to both creative endeavor in the 
"arts" and inventive thinking on ways to worm further improvements in 
agriculture, food gathering, etc. , to provide more leisure to and 
zo vveiter,......I'm of the opinion that fandom, no matter how trivial, 
provides an essence of creativity in letter writing, fan_zining, conning, 
etc.,ncre the , say, sitting in front of a t -v six hours a night seven 
days a week.... e I have nothing against t -v, and I frankly love a crummy 
television Western now and then when I'm in a tired, do-nothing mood, 
but I definitely recoil at the idea that this can be the be-all and end-
all of existence onward with civilization through fandom. JLWC 
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be out in two weeks. I don't guarantee that it will be, but.... It should 

also be somewhat larger, end you ;people who have been asking for Tucker 
should be satisfied. 

And, blast it, I fcr of to write down the name of the fan who provid—
ed the inspiration for the above cartoon. Bob Lambeck, I think (if Itm 
wrong, will the inspired one let me know?) 

Juanita is going to be wishing she'd stayed in college; as soon as 
she gets the house halfway straightened up, sloe has to work on YAi?DRO, 
She doesnt t think too highly of my housecleanihM. ( It's not that she ob-
jects to my sweeping all the crumbs from the table onto the floor; itts 
just that she feels that I should clean the floor afterwards. Once in a 
while, anyway . ) 

Recent reading in the Coulson household has been "Pornography And The 

Law", by Drs. Eberhard & Phyllis N.ronhausen, As I've been telling every-
one I write to, this book should be required reading for anyone interest-

ed In literary censorship. Its primary value lies in the distinctions 

it draws between pornography -- which the editors do not defend --- and 
"erotic realism", which the US Supreme Court has deemed worthy o pro-
tection. Their examples seem to point out easily recognizable differen-

ces between the two. (I can't say how easy their rules would be to apply, 
since I haven't --- and am not likely to have -- had any chance to try 
them out. But they at least provide some sort of path for would--be cen-
sors -- who undoubtedly will ignore the 1~ssons of the book in their 

eagerness to ban everything that pertains to sex incidentally I 
wonder if members of the Legion of Decency have ever read the Bible 
thoroughly? Or, for that matter, if people who like pornography have ev-

er read the Bible thoroughly?) 
Had a few anxious minutes around here the other day. We were eating 

lunch when there was a muffled "whunp'." and the wlole 'house jarred 
slightly. The hot water heater is rather noisy on occasion, so we ig-
nored it. But when the second thud and jar care a few seconds later... 

and the third..,and the fourth.... well, it could he a malfunctioning 
oil heater (especially since I'put in all the pipes an connections my-
self). So I went to look, rather hastily. Couldn't find.anything..:look-
ed around outside„.anotking4..another inspection of the stove,.,nothing. 
Finally I looked out in time to see a cloud of smoke and dirt fountain 
up from the edge of a woods some distance away, followed in time by the 

noise and earth tremor. Just One of our neighbors blowing ( "dynamlting" 
to you city slickers) stumps. Ah, the quiet country life. RSC 

  Question aimed at Dean -rennell and 

any other followers of The Shadow 
among our readers: Have you read 
the two—part serial by Everett Cole 
in the Nov-Dec ASF? The power to 
cloud meh_'s minds with a vengeance; 
(And with about the same amount of 
explanation, too.) 

This is a late issue, and rather 

a small one. It would have been ev—

en smaller if I hadn't decided to 

et rid of a huge stack of letters 
I've been saving. Next issue should 
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Rarely indeed will a gentleman otter 
Be placed at the awkward hurtle 

Of halting the blissfully brazen advances 
Of a passionate female turtle. 

Now a turtle is not in the least like an otter; 
The latter knows this all too clear... 

Yet with wretched abandon and frightful crass manner, 
She fancies to badger the dear; 

On the first occasion, as far as is known, 
The otter was lazily napping; 

When entered the glen his pursuer, Miss Turtle, 
And upon his wet nose set to tapping. 

It startled him surely, the hour was early, 
But before he could leap to depart 

The tortoise looked up with reptilian eyes glezing, 
And spilled out what was in her full heart. 

"Otter, youtre lovely; you're grand: I adore you. 
I dare say your pelt makes me swoon. 

Cive vent to emotion - set your webbed feet in motion 
And ̀ etll kiss neath the lovers' full moon." 

She gave a sly wink, with an eye bloody pink, 
And whispered this throaty bold phrase: 

"I've heard that carnivorous weasel-like .lechers 
Make love in most violent ways!" 

"Madam,!' said. otter, his manner quite surly, 
"Your words are insane and obscene. 

Your shell is repelling, your smell is ill-smelling, 
And your color, my dear, is pale green. 

"before Ltd succumb to this sordid seduction, 
I'd sooner mo chaste all my days; 

neamining a bachelor weasel--like lecher 
Till this virile young body decays;" 

The meeting adjourned with a lesson unlearned, 
For that female refused to desist.... 

And the forest grew wise, as the weeks flew by, 
To otters attempts to resist. 

Shunned by the turtles, repulsed by the otter, 
She left — and the last thing I know; 

She entranced a fat rabbit, then left him abruptly, 
To run off with a one-legged crow. 

4 



SOME THOUGHTS ON THE FUTURE OF iENCE-HC T 1C~t"~' 

-- bennett gordon 
Technological events, both in the United States and in Russia, are 

making it apparent that what is today's science fiction will be tomor.► 
row's science fact. Space satellites, rockets circling the moon, and 
talk of sending a manned rocket within the next few years, are all In-
disputable signs. To science fiction fans, of course, such things are 
somewhat anti-climactic, since they have all been discussed at great 
length by science-fiction writers. 

That such things should have been predicted, and used as vehicles 
for fiction illustrates the essence of science-fiction, as well as the 
fact that its nature will undoubtedly have to change in the future. The 
lifeblood of the genre is its "sense of wonder", or, to put it frankly, 

its "escape" value. By saying this, I am not condemning "escapee lit-
erature. Actually, the words "escape literature" are an oversimplifi-
cation. Escape, in the sense in which it is used here, can be on dif-
ferent levels. 

To that segment of the stf-reading community that is looking for no-
thing more than a glorified adventure-comicbook story, science--fiction 

can provide, in its more immature and commercialized aspects (including 
the host of movies emanating from the Los Angeles storm drains), an 
escape on a low level of intelligence. And this, unfortunately, seems 
to be what a large percentage of the st_f-reading public wants, since a 
crudzine like A:iAZIiG STORIES has been able to match sales figures frith 

a quality product "like ASTOUNDING by catering to refugees from comic 
books. Apparently, the more fantastic the story, the more it is liked 
by the type of reader attracted to PdAZING and some of the other tines 
of that ilk. /Ed. note: This was written before AMAZING's gradual im-
provement over the past year became noticeable./ 

vet, there is a second aspect of "escape" in science fiction. It is' 
for those who can't wait for events to catch up with their imaginations, 
who can't wait for tomorrow, so to speak, but who at the same time don't 
want their science--fiction to lose touch with intelligence and sanity. 
They look to the "conservative" side of stf, if there is such a thing. 
They see science--fiction not as an invitation to submerge oneself in a 
childish wonderland of pure—swash-buckling action and fantastic adven—
ture. Instead, they see science-fiction as an "avant-garde", as a proph-
ecy of what can plausibly become the future. Their criterion of value 
of a story is not how virtuous and swashbuckling the stereotyped hero 
of an AMAZING-type story is, but, along with the worth of the plot and 
the writing, how much chance the story has of becoming the "contempo-
rary" fiction of some future date. Science-fiction, on this level, has 
something intelligent, worthwhile, and fascinating, to say. It is an exF-
pression of a person's ability to imagine, to evaluate where events 
are and where they are going, of where they could possibly go. It is, in 



a sense, a route-marker, a guidepost to the future. 

To the extent that science catches up with it, 
science-fiction must either adapt `that is, mutate 
to something else) or disappear. Its appeal is based 
on its being ahead of its time; to the extent that 
it is in the realm of imagination. "hen fact over--
takes it, science fiction tends to yield to a blast 
attitude on the part of its readers. Anthony Bou-

cher, in his excellent article "Science Fiction 
Still Leads Science Fact" in the Ne York Times lag-

azine Section of December 1, 1957, hit the proverb-
ial nail squarely on its read when he said, "science 
fiction is looked upon in some quarters as no long-
er wildly imaginative but as prosaically pass." 

I ' 
J ( In the past, science-fiction has demons ~ratod 

its ability to mutate. Twenty or thirty years ago it 

/,1 talked of A-bombs television etc. As they became 
r 

1 realities, it now talks of moon--rockets and inter-
planetary spaceships. If and when they become real--

L-   ities, what then? io doubt science-fiction will 
adapt fully as long as there is yet room to recede 

farther and farther into what we now call fantasy, but which future 

millenia may find only as slightly beyond them as regular rocket travel 
to the moon Is now beyond us. (Of course, " the ultimate limit will be 
reached when science discovers and puts to use every last scrap of in--
formation now held secret by the universe. However, all indications are 
that this will not be for a long, long time to come, if ever.) And no 

doubt there will always be those not content with living in the present, 
and there will always be those willing to write about the future. In 
other words (3oucherts), "as creative imaginative minds keep tn.inking 
ahead to the step beyond the next, it is exceedingly unlikely that to--" 
morrows s science will outrun the science fiction of tomorrow. T'that pro-

phet can dare to prophesy the utterance of a prophet yet to come?" 

It may prove easier to write, in the untimate long run, in the field 

of the so-called "social sciences" (in fact, the trend seems to have be-
gun and become quite strong). It is easier to think of creation giving 
u its secrets than It is to think of its future existence, and Matt s, 
coming to an end. Sociology, anthropology, psychology, etc., can, and 

have over and over again in the past, served as bases for extrapolation, 
since it will always be possible to imagine in what direction one's 

culture is headed. Names like Orwell, Huxley, Chad Oliver, Fohi and 
Kornbluth, and others, have become well-known. As long as Nan will have 
a future, there will no doubt be those who will give their concept of it. 

The alternative to adaptation, of course is stagnation and death. 
That which tries to stand still and to buck the all -but irresistible 

tide of social end technological, change, arid. which forms into a rigid 
closed-ended structure, is doomed. Not only is it impossible to turn 
back the clock, it is impossible to make It stand still (for an example, 

O 



look at the ending of Kurt VonAegut's "Player Piano") unless one is an 
Australian aborig'ne. It is no accident that the only place the g en--
tic Brontosaurus, the most powerful and largest animal to walk the face 
of the earth, can be found today is in a museum, for people to marvel 
at and then go about their business in a orld changed to something 
Brontosaurus could no.t adapt to. Even the largest and strongest fall 
,,Then they lack the capacity to adapt to changing situations. (Another 
good. exaTple is the fate of the French monarchy in the 1790's, as con—
trasted to the British one). They fall just as fast as the smallest, 
and make more noise in doing so. 

But science fiction, peopled as it is with a generally above—average 
following (even with the niricompcops that publish AiiAZING), will no 
doubt avoid the stagnation which has overtaken other, more rigid, move-
ments ( such as the Ret ublican Party), which had glorious d'~ys, and then 
withered. SF will always have leaders with imagination, men Bice Boucher, 
Campbell with his work in building ASTOUNDING into a monthly think-
piece collection, and others who arc well-known. 

I have nev?r been one to cunt my chickens before they're hatched 
but T am certain th^t science-fiction will have a long, prosperous, and 
meaningful existence if it avoids the pitfalls of she„r commercialism. 
It will last, in one form or anot'he' (though surely not in its pre"sent 
form) as long as there is such a thing as imagination in the world, and 
as long as ::an does not lose '_his abilit:,r to innovate, to drum, and to 
look beyond his Own times. Uithout imagination, i'ian vegetates; and 
what is science-fiction but enlightened ima_ ,ination? 

Did. you know that there are now two canned mixed-f rut -,juice .c rinks 
on the market called, "Ping" and "Porig'' ? Now a mixture of those tWo.. a . 

THE INJO_ LETS BURBEE 
102 pp of wit, fcti on .@nd satire 
by Charles Burbee. Available for 7 
75 from Ron Ellik, Apt, T6 , 1909 7 
Francisco St.., Berkeley. 9, Calif. 7 

SCIENCE FICTION SLIDES 
Full-color slides of original stf 
paintings. Illustrated oatalog for 
25r from Norris Dollens, 14-372 Cool-
idge Ave, Los Angeles 66, Calif. 

Brother Frank Dares for TAFF; (This is a paid 
political announce.nent ) 

Stfinitlons by Sanders (Joe, that is) 

Zinc - or zwim 
Pleurisy - two .or more 
Liam:ter 
Catalyst 
Ant imcny 
Colloid 

- Greek goddess of the harvest 
membership roll of, women's• club 

- opposed to currency 
low r_;rade fuel used in lamps 

". other case of the most expensive embalming 
fluid in the world;" ..from a .mortuary bade 
room, via Dean Gronnell and L] 
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GENE DE EE, 3-07 No. 22nd., ilwaukee 6, Wisconsin - Saw "Traviata°
last night. 'Twos quite good, and the two "local" stars more or less 
submerged the 'imported" one -- a Greek tenor singing Alfredo. 

The theater was rather fascinating -- a main floor and two balcon-
ies. At least, there were two balcony prices for tickets, and I saw two 
balconies frcm my seat on the main floor. During the first intermission, 
I wandered out to the lobby and up to the first balcony. But there 
weren't any stairs going to the second 
I tried again during the second intermission, but no luck. I found the 
first balcony three times, behind three doors and up two stairs, and I 
found the top of the theater t ~:.rquee once, but no second balcony. 
Several darkened rooms, broom closets, etc., but no balcony. 

Back in my seat, sure enuf, there was the second balcony up there, 
just where it had been all along. But I noticed, during the third in-
termission, that none of the occupants of the second balcony left their 
seats -- or at least, never left the balcony itself. 

Frankly, I think the wrong opera was being presented. "The Flying 
Dutchman" would've been more ao~ ropriate. 

I think ill buy a ticket to the second balcony next time I go to 

that theatre. If you don't hear from me after that, you'll know I'm up 

there in teat balcony, doomed to an eternity of whatever a balcony of 
lost souls is doomed to. 

JADES R. AD6hS,• 922 No. Courtland, Kokomo, In , - Is Clod Hall prac-
ticing to be the TTestbrook Pegl.er of fandom? 

I'll bat no one but me noticed what J. Mehl et Shahnakhiroglu spells 
backwards; 

HAL L"NCH , 7203 Creshei:m Rd., Philadel l is 1e), Pa. - Regarding "A Sprt 
Of Con Report" by Thomas Stratton =s So.. George, particularly the pas-

sage describing "the bidding for the next convention site" --
It hurt. Oooh, how 3.t hurt. rut a a noted politician remarked upon 

a like occasion, it onl hurts when w laugh.. 
Trouble is, we can't stop laughing. 

GEORGE HOR4CE LLS, Box 6, River1lead, irw York — Is Goldfinger a 
movie, a book or what? Sounds very Interesting. 
/Damfino. Book, I believe, but I wouldn't bet on it. RSC/ 

?That are GOPH R BALLS??? Do you, mean Golf Balls? It is not to be 
taken literally I hope? I asked a friend of mine about it. GOPH BALLS? 

I said. "Yes, I do," he replied...... 
/There are two defnitions....a gopher all is either a newspaper eu-

phemism for a pitch in baseball Tahich 's hit for a home run, or it is 

a certain appurtenance common tc, male gophers. Take your choice. RSC/ 

ROBERT E. BRINEY, 562 Newbury •3t., 3'ston 15, Mss , — Your letter col—

umn is fascinating Mildly a sing c;idelight: on p.16 of YO, you 



sh_Ifted the last line of Ethel Lindsay's letter over under. Juanita's 
1110, end the first time I glanced through the meg I_thought it was 
supposed to be a caption to that illo. Had a great time thinking up in—
torpretations for it,.... 

BOB TUCKER, Box 702, B1ooaington, Illinois — I still refuse to believe 
that women in fandom are sex-starved. I've met an unusual number who 
were just the opposite. And not even Bloch and I together (actually, 
separately) were able to satisfy them. That isn't sa_yIng much for me, 
but when Bloch fails -- like, wow. He has the distinction of being the 
only American male voted r l Fan by King Parouk's harem. 

BETTY KUJMA, 219 Caroline, So. Bend 14, Indiana -- Got a shock dur—
ing the election coverage --local city election -- on tv -- a mess of 
elder Democrats all standing around --- very dignified -- except they 
were all wearing beanies ( e^ rlazoned with the hated words U rtaTS, ; 
art a Republican -- and the beanies ALL had propellors on the tops
Infiltration of Fandom i to the Democratic Party??? It makes for one to 
stop and shudder; 
/Put a fan in the Uhite House! (And it crotches me that, all during the 
last Indiana gubernatorial election, I never once stopped to take a 
photo of one of - the huge roadside billboards urging one and all to 
VOTE FOR TUCKER. Lost opportunities  RSC; 

BOB SHITH, 1 Tir.,or St., Puckanunyal, Vlctoria, Australia - Received 
YAI'?DRO 79 recently, for which many thanks. 

The 'Cou.nt' paints a horrid picture of man's experiences in space, 
and in one foul swoop has dashed my hopes of ever busting 'Upwards 
and Outwards' -- I hate pills' 

Enjoyed Hike DecTinger's views on reviewing. It's not an enviable 
job, especially when fannish types are likely to tike offense at every 
second sentence you write about their favourite book, or vice versa. 
I expect I'm pretty 'old hat' when I say that demon knight stands heacl 
and shoulders above the rest in this respect (awright, awright So he's 
a critic — so whet?), as far as I'm concerned, although he does seem to 
heve oI ed down a bit since the, good times in II FI ITv, Sr ADVENTURES, 
ORIGII.rL SF and so onr J

I missed Tucker this issue, also Hiz . Bradley. 
So now you got that sword waddya going ter do with it? Whose side 

did it belong to? 
Well; knight's reviews are far and away the most entertaining in the 

field, rut for information about a new book I prefer ?:filler. You know, 
I never thought to ask about Thich side that sword was used on; I ass-
ume that all of Adams' family were staunch patriots, but how about 
it, J. Robert? Ill find some use fcr that sword; my other edged eapons 
include a machete, a throwing knife, a dagger and L. sheath knives, and 
all of them get quite hard. use. (The day I discovered, that the throwing 
knife was ideal for prying old putty out of a window I decided that any 
edged weapon or tool was bound to be useful for something.) RSC/ 

ETHEL LIvDS ', Courage House, 6, Langley Avenue, Surbiton, Surrey, Eng-. 
land — What is Juanita taking a degree in? Why is it called a Masters? 



Shouldn't it be a Mistresses? 
It is odd how you get regular letters from 

Tony Glynn. As far as I know, you are the only 

one he still keeps in touch with. He hasn't 

been heard of in English f andom since the 

ManCon. I remember it well. He introduced,a 

reporter from one of the Manchester evening 
papers to me. Said he wanted an interview. 

Tony swore to me that this guy would not take 

the mickey. So I was persuaded to talk to him 

and gave him a whole lot of information. ?last—

ed a whole half hour talking to him. 'lell --

you can guess the sequel. A paragraph in the 
paper poking fun at us, and not a word men—

tioned of all he had collected from me. Haventt 

seen Tony since. 
/He's probably afraid to get close to you. Act—

ually, however, we aren't in regular touch with 

him; we got acquainted via Betty Kujawa. 
I don't think that Ball State's education 

department would think at all well of confer—

ring a degree of Iiistress of Education. The 

word has certain unfortunate connotations. 

(Juanita's degree will be in Elementary Educa-
tion, which should come in handy in dealing 

with fans. )/ 

PETER E HOPE, 435 Riverside Drive, New York 
25, N.Y. — The plural of footnote can be feet—
note, but never feetnotes. 

/This terminology originated during Tom Strat—
ton's Early, or Will Guppy, period. Instead of 

having footnotes to footnotes, etc., Juanita 
started labeling them footnotes, feetnotes, 

feetnoteses, " and so on. Not technically cor—

rect perhaps, but it want well with Stratton — 

and with Juanita, for that matter. She still 

says "confisticate". RSC/ 

ROBERT N. LAMBECK, 6 Helston Rd.,, Birming-

ham, Michigan - A very nice cover on O. The 

first Rotsler drawing I've seen other than his 

cartoon-type filler-size ones. 
Scithers draws nice pterodactyls. 

Did the incident which Juanita draws on page 3 actually occur? 
Seems likely enough. /"Factual but not actual", to quote Mort Sahl. RC/ 

I thot that Cameron's DEATH OF A WHITE ROSE was exceptionally beau--

tiful....and chilling. The sort of thing I'd liIie to have written. 

Despite Richard P. Schultz, I think that Allen Ginsberg's HOWL for 

Carl Solomon is profoundly moving and beautiful. 

Sex 

was taught at NorthEast Senior High in a 10th grade biology 
course. It is also taught occasionally at church youth—groups. (I am 



thinking of 1) sex--eduction films sponsored by the church, end 2) some 

parties held by a -cthodist Youth Fellowship group in Florida which, got 
quite wild quite often.) 
/from another letter/ Yep, Clod Hall Trites a controversial article. Un-

fortunately, I can't think of too much to say on it other than that it 

was funny. I d.on= t rely on fandom for friends, but I've found more 
friends in the microcosm than outside. 

MAC;OIF CUR^IS, Fountain House, RD ?~2, Saegertcwn, Pa — Most fmz re 
viewers seem bitter on the subject of Yandro and your biting tongue, 

Buck. Why is that, .. or need I ask? The point of all this is ' that I like 
Yandro, and nasty comments in it don't bother me -- in fact, I enjoy 
most of them (although I must admit that you've never aimed any of your 

more poisonous remarks my s"ay; perhaps that makes quite a bit of •dif•-
fer ence) . The problem is, am I addicted to your zine? Has over—exposure 
to the drug dulled its poison? Do I know, what Pm talking about and have 

I mixed a metaphor? 
1.om baby sat during a ' 

great deal of the con; " and ,  ' '(L ~= 
I began to s-et a g~ i lty con— 
science. As Ja result, I of-
fered to take care of kids 

while nom and Dad raw Dance 
Chromatic, Instead of Emsh, 

I saw Red•Skelton on tv; 
understand Fmsh wes 12CC 
more wort hwhi1e. I .am now 
f aunching for the, Allegheny 
College Art Dept. to rent 
the bloomin ' film. The Curt—
ises are spreading propagan-
da for it like mad.... 

Concerning Harlan recog-
nition, it sums to me that 
he didn't want (or didn't 
want to want) to be intro-

duced at the introduction of 
celebrities, and he duc'_=ed 
out at the banquet when they 
were introducing people at 
the speakers table... 

Say, if you know of any-
one who is seeking to com-
plete a Walt elly collection, 
would you point them thisawway? 
Since the con, wetre trying to 
complete our collection and can't 

until ~1e get a little cash. This cash 
must -- it seems -- come from what 
we can get selling duplicates from. _i1_

d:~ a 



our collection. Ytsee we at Saegertown have one of the finest Kelly 
collections running, but most of it was accumulated while it Was con--

ing out. This means we have almost none of his stuff that came out 

prior to 1947. Also, then If you know of someone who is selling old,

mostly unsigned Kellyana ?) point them thisaway, too, huh? 

Okay, what "E" does 2.710 stand for? So I'm iggerent, so what does 

it mean? 
/1 try to never aim my more poisonous remarks at good—looking girls; 

I may be nasty, but I'm not crazy. Hope there are enough Kelly colloct--
ors in our readership to do you some good. Our own collecting is pretty 

well restricted to the Pogo books and record. This has nothing to do 

with your letter, but I'm curious to know if you ever won your friend 

the one who was with you at the con one aftr~rnoon - over to liking Ewan 
McColl, and I keep forgetting to ask. The E which is equal to 2.7l 
(actually, according to several engineers at work, it should be "e" ra—
ther than "E") Is the base for Naperian logarithms, used lamely in 
electrical and thermal calculations. RSC/ 

VIC RYAN, 2160 Sylvan Rd.,•"Springfield, Illinois — The cover is rather 
interesting, being as how it so closely resembles you. The cover story 
was something slightly less than nauseating. 

I make no comments on Clod' article, seeing as how he is openly 
inviting people to bitch at him. 

Don't you think that "2" is a mite low rating for Trends zinc just 
because you don't particularly like him? Be objective, like. Also, how 
about using some word other than "writes" when reviewing, eh? Do you 
compose on stencil? That would explain it, I suppose. 
/Yes, everything written by me in YA1\DRO is composed on stencil. Now if 
someone would just put out tape—recorded fanzine I could use "says" 
instead of "writes" Anyway, I'1 y.1 see about some varlet Whether I like 
the editor or not, when a fanzine has only one item in it, that I consid—
er worth reading, it's going to get a low rating. RSC/ 

Six weeks for a fanzine to go 30 miles? Well, I'm afraid I can't 
top that, though It took a package of books five to travel some 45 mile' 
to here. Also, some years back, the post office delivered a letter 
which had been posted in Revolutionary times. I can't remember the ex—
act circumstances, but that's pretty late, you'll .have to admit. 
/comments on an earlier issue/ Ethel Lindsay's views on teenagers are 
so pleasing(I say with a tinge of sarcasm), as I suppose she gathers 
from movies that the whole lot are motorcycle enthusiasts, who rob 

stores, beat up old men, and "met their girl friends in trouble". But, 
Buck, don't tell her she's right, please? 

There 'gas an experiment conducted in a Champaign school, designed 
at holding prayers before classes every morning. Delegates of every 
faith held these classes. Everything looked all right to the school au--
thorities, as the date law of provid.Ing for every denomination had been 
filled. However, the whole thing had to be abandoned when state author-
ities found that no classes had been provided for atheists. Tsk. The 
best laid plans of mice and men, eh? 

DONALD FRAN?~CN, 6543 Babcock Ave., No. Hollywood, Calif. — I agree with 
Redd Boggs on the duties of reviewers to the field, not merely to the 
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author or the reader. In my opinion damon knight is of more value to 
the science—fiction field because he doesn't praise the bad along with 
the good, even though someone :may like it. If a reviewer praises crud 
as good science fiction, science fiction will soon be equated with crud, 
/You think it isn't now? RSC/ 

You are clouding the issue when you bring in fanzine reviowing.This 
is not the same as reviewing of professional work, and requires a cer-
tain leniency and tolerance. I say Ted white is overly critical in this 
field, and you, as fanzine reviewer, are quite right in taking into 
account factors which you would not consider in the book or prozine 
field. This is not to say that professional stuff is automatically bet-
ter, but that it should be better; after all, money has been paid to a 
writer who should be competent and an editor who should know better, and 
more than this one book or story is at stake. The next offense, or the 
next offender should be considered, as in criminal punishment. 
/Any legal-m5_nded fans may jump on you for that.~ O RSC/ 

I don't think there is so much difference between the reviews of 
damon knight and P.S. Miller as to require different words to describe 
them. I see no gulf between "critic" and "reviewers. A lengthy review 
such as knight sometimes does, going into detail and with many enter—
taining side remarks, is essentially the same as a one—word comment, so 
long as they are botn honest. I balk at the idea that a reviewer should 
praise a book that he himself doesn't like, just to boost sales. Thais 
is for book jackets. Publishers send their books to a reviewer in the rn
hope that he will praise them, not the expectation. If they are disap-
pointed, it is good for the field in the long run, just as it is good 
for the magazines if bad stories are rejected. 

Bob Tuc1er mixes in movies in the discussion. Movies are irrelevant 
as well as incompetent, as SF movies at present are for the kiddies. 
But maybe someday will come the "Stagecoach" of the SF films. In the 
meantime, the "kiddies" know what is corny about the SF movies, and go 
for laughs as well as screams. Hence the popularity of FiOF. 
/So stf movies are for kiddies --- don't you believe in reviewing juven-
ile stf at all? I think they're very relevant. There may not be a gulf 
between critic and reviewer, but the words are not synonymous, all the 
same. Maybe there isn't so much difference between knight and _Tiller, 
but how about knight and Floyd C. Gale or Henry Bott? (Botts? The one 
from MADGF,. anyhow.) There is a line to be drawn between critic and re-
viewer; I happen to draw it between knight and Miller. You can draw it 
somewhere else if you want to, but it is there somewhere. As Itve said 
before and will probably have to say again, the critic judges a book by 
more or less arbitrary literary standards and the reviewer judges it by 
its presumed effect on the majority of his audience. 'Thether either one 
of them likes the book in question should be irrelevant, except as an 
opinion,  added to their basic judgement. I have no criticisms of any 
professional reviewers in this respect, but there are too damned many 
fans who think that the fact that they like a book makes it great lit-
erature, and I want to point out their error. Okay, I shouldn't have 
brought fanzine reviewing into the discussion. It looked like a good 
idea at the time, though. RSC/ 

T PAULS, l~(~I Meridene Drive, Baltimore lc, Maryland - "Rann" poses 



an interesting problem. I enjoy working out such things, but I'll prob 
ably be off the track before long. To start with, I'll assume that you 

gave some clues. Like, for instance the dog is chewing on a copy of ASF 
Noting carefully the size of the described dog, we can safely say itts 

a digest—sized issue, which would make it have appeared within the last 
12 years or so. So far, my Fine Mind seems to be working relatively 
well. Ah, but I don't have any copies of aSF. I sold them, along frith 

the bulk of my. sf. 

/Extremely good roasoning; unfortunately we double-crossed you by not 
giving any clues. The ASF was picked for her to chew on because that 

title comprises the most valuable part of my collection....I mean, I'd 
look pretty silly dashing in madly to rescue a copy of PLANET STORIES. 

(Not that I wouldn't do it, since I like PLANET.) RSC/ 
What the hell is this thing by Hall. I've gone over it several 

times, and I still can't decide what it's supposed to be. 
/It was supposed to be a nasty controversial article, but it misfired,/ 

The more I see of Jenrette stories -- not really stories, but ye-. 
hidesfor horrid puns .-- the less I like them. Is this the only thing 
Jenrette is capable of writing? 
/No, but it seems to be the thing he most enjoys writing. RSC/ 

SETH JOHNSON, 339 Stiles St., Vaux Hall, New Jersey — Liked the article 
in August issue about man in space. I might su est that they might 
just eliminate eating with the mouth altogether and feed the crew in-

travenously with all the tranquilizer drugs etc. right in the glucose 

or whatever they feed people intravenously. Certainly anyone sitting 

or lying still is subject to constipation zs any hospital nurse or or-
derly could tell you. 

Re Martin Helgesen's letter in August YANDRO. The main objection to 

religious instruction in the public schools is that unpopular sects 

like Jehovah's Witnesses or Jews in those places where anti-semitism 

still raises its ugly head taould be subject to persecution if they were 
singled out from the other children. Also an atheist's children would 

would find themselves in hot water. 

R ME CAP1E i3AcK FRo/i THE Df PJTIc 1J, 
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BRUCE PELZ, 4010 Leona St., Tampa 9, Florida — I see by the contents 

page, you've taken up the Busby habit of sneaking things into the us-

ual listings. Like "Price, Vincent..." for instance. I like these 
things, and I guess I'd better say so once in a while or the perpetra-
tors will stop doing them. 
/That's the advantage of fanzine editing; if typing the same old thing 
becomes tiresome, you can al~Tays liven it up. RSC/ 

In general, Clod Hall's was hilarious, though I doubt that the 
fans under discussion would think so. There really isn't a central 

theme to the thing, unless it's that Clod thinks fans are ridiculous. 

if they don't look upon f andom as just a hobby. Acting on the assump—

tion that this is the theme, let me start by picking on the quote "Fans 

are in f andom because they have no place else to go." There are quite 

a few people who don't want to center their thoughts around their vo-. 

cation -- they'd prefer to center them around their avocation. And this 

doesn't mean only SF fans, As has been brought out in VOID, there are 

many other f andoms, and some of them have as many whacks and odd--balls 

as SF f andom. Just for instance, there is Caving Fandom, which paral—
lels SF fandom to a considerable degree (at one national convention, 

cavers were climbing down the hotel side with their ropes and other 

gear; beer cans out the window are passe.) So I'd rephrase the state-
ment to "Fans are in f andom because they like it better than any other 

place. Actually, Clod hasn't done very much here but take some cuts 

at eight fans he's met. I'll wiat and see if they think it was contro. 
versial -- and to see what they add to the controversy. What city is 

Clod going to next? Not that I want to warn them, but he's abut ex—
hausted that particular group in New York. 

In regard to Dodd's letter, is there a third meaning for "pecker", 

as used in "Trial By Jury"? The defendent's first speech is: 
"Is this the court of the exchecquer?.... 

Be firm, be firm, my pecker." 
Thought "heart" was indicated, not chin, but I could be wrong. 
/Is there anything significant in the fact that you belong to both stf 
and caving f andom? RSC/ 
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NIKE DECr`ING , 5 Locust Ave., Millburn, N,J. •- Tucker talks of some 
thing that I'd like to see; a trade-paper that can actually give accur 
ate opinions on a film. I've found the New York '::`Imes is the least re= 
liablo paper for news; unless a picture is an endearing love film they 
trill pan It,. and thus, I go to the ones that the Tapes doesn't like and 
monerally enjoy theme The most liberal magazine is CUE. They have a 
section where they mention 2 or j films each week, and you should have 
seen what they had to say about HOUSE ON HAUNT. HILL. As for specific 
reviewers, Isve always felt that Forry Ackerman "l iked'. Cll the films he 
reviewed, and Charles Beaumont didn't like any.' 
/"C agree with Beaumont. You should have seen Ackerman's revie is in 
NEBtTLA, tho; Forry definitely slants his material to his audience. RSC/ 

Now to Redd Boggs; yes in a sense reviews' aT e advertisements, but 
they are more than •that too. After all, nearly any copy-•writer can write 
some advertisements on a book, but there aren't many reviewers who can 
do it justice through the printed page. And I know that a favorable 
review of a book would persuade me more to buy it, than seeing an ad 
of it. 

I still maintain that reviews are directed,mor.e toward the reader 
than tine writers Because, the author has done his part, he's written 
it, now it's up to the, buying public .to buy that :book, so that the au--
thorhas done a good job. 

Now a reviewer is ,not reviewing the book for himself. After all, 
he has read it, he does not care about it anymore„ He`s supposed to 
make the public care. In a sense, he's a barker expounding on the vir~. 
tues of a particular liter°a1'y work. The .only time a reviewer should be 
permitted tc. fit his own candid views in is when they will mesh exactly 
with that of the reader's. But yeu can have, someone who doesn't like 
sf read a good sf book, :and JUST because he doesn't like sf, he'll pan 
it and deride it till the sf fans reading his review will shun the book 
too. 

Yes, Redd, "poorly done and extremely childish films" are the typ-
ical movie fare for the youngsters today_ The usual fare is westerns 
and cartoons, but any bad t'Jungle Jim'' or 'Tarzan'' picture will be met 
with the delight : of the juvenile audience. After all, the kids aren't 
choosy, they would. be walling to sit through . just about ar.'ything, but 
our adult audiences .are a bit more discriminating; they_  like 3rigettea 

Now f o.r Gerber; yes, a reviewer SROUL.0 be honest. bo should a 
quizmaster and.a quiz show and everyone else, but are we?? N0000. 
Suppose a reviewer is reviewing a western for sorne kiddies' magazines 
Now he ̀ l 1 probably t =hink it's a miserable film, but yo=u can bet he' wons.t 
cone out and say, the dcting was poor, thY plot the same old thing, the 
characters stereotyped. Uhat he'll say is that the kids will enjoy it. 
and. they probably will, It would be invalid for him to say kids won't 
en Icy it just because he •didri 't, 
/I'll just say that this tine.l'll go along with .you on films, but I 
disagree with everything you said about book reviewing RSC/ 

G. N. CARR, 5319 Ballard Ave. , Seattle 7, Washnr~ton — I don't know if 
anyone else has noticed it or not, but I find that since you have been 
varying the color on the paper, that '`sameness" that -i- used to find so 
monotonous about Y2TD.RO is definitely lessened. Particularly when you 
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vary the color from issue to issue -- green one issue, yellow the next 
and so on... I realize that probably the change in color was the result 
of having to take what you could get in the matter of paper supoles, 
but the result is to my taste, anyway) pleasant. I hope you do i pur--
no ely from now on. 
/'e probably will. Actually, there have been only two years (' 6 ,& t r5) 
when we used the same color paper all year. And wait till you see the 
next issue; RSC/ 

"why should society prescribe rituals which no one enjoys?" I dun—
no -- but I suspect the ancient Egyptians also uttered the same corn-» 
plaint. I suppose it has something to do with the so—called "Rites of 
Passage" which anthroeoloIsts speak of -- i.e., a social recognition 
of important changes in the Ind.+_victual's status --'but it seems to be 
an in-built human characteristic. And not only human, come to think of 
it -- even animals have been observed to indulge in ritual behaviour. 
Courtship, mostly, 

So Ted thinks it's my age that makes me so opinionated...I wonder 
what's his reason... Poor Ted, I guess he's right that it is sheer frus-- 
tration~th t makes fans so infuriated with me, rut Ted doesn't realize 
that inasmuch as there are no herd—and —fast rules about what fans ore 
supposed to do or not do, there is no reason at all why I shouldn't be 
as infuriating as I please if I ^et a kick out of it... which I do, I 
like to tease. Not small children, who are defenseless because of their 
physical immaturity (and, incidentally, I can't stand to see small 
children teased -- even good-natured teasing), but the kind I like to 
tease are the adults whose emotional maurity'hasn't kept pace with 
their physical growth. I think they are fair game, and I get a kick out 
of their frustrated rage at not being able to bring me around to their 
way of thinking. So whet? It takes a ll kinds to make a world --- even so 
small a world as fandom -- and if I enjoy arguing, why shouldn't I? 
There's one thing for sure, I'm not likely to run out of people to ar-
gue with, judging from the state of emotional maturity prevalent in 
fandom... 
/A lack of emotional maturity in fandom shouldn't be surprising. Aftef' 
all, the desire to play is an immature one to begin with. Technically, 
the more time one devotes to play (.hobbies, watching tv, reading, etc.) 
the more immature one is. And fans -- partioularly fanzine fans --- are 
notorious for devoting an enormous amount of time to their hobby. RSC,/ 

"o.if indeed the sharing .of Ideas...can be said to be the point of 
fandom" (Bratrnon's letter). Huh? Now where world anybody get THAT idea? 
I was under the impression that the point of fandom was to have fun via 
whatever fanac you happen to like -- even including "the sharing of 
Ideas", or "arguing".,. or writing letters to fanzines, or .publishing 
same, or even, so help me, joining the N3F! 

It may be, as you say, that an objective history cannot be written 
until enou,h time has passed that.prejudice and propaganda have both 
had a chance to die away and leave the actual facts exposed in their 
true light. That may be true in the case of a historian, whose deity it 
is to sift fact from fiction -- to evaluate truth from falsehood, and 
to gather together evidence wick could only come, to light after the 
furor and shouting dies. Put again I fail to see what appl'cation that 
makes in the present instance. The original discussion', as you remember 
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was that you said you preferred to believe what Jesus himself said 9
rather than take the word of preacher or rope. I pointed out that Jesus 
himself said nothing -- all we have are the recorded remarks written 
down by his friends, and that these remarks make up the entire New 
Testament. The facts are all in. ITo new evidence has been turned up, 
It i s no use waiting for 'passion and prejudice to die down, because afw 
ter 2000 years they are still_ with us. The point I tried to make is 
that there's no use thinking we are going to discover some new and 
drastic ''truth" that hasn't already been discovered, And if we DO think 
we have, the chi noes are that it is something completely alien to the 
text itself. A subjective truth; maybe, but not a new or hitherto un-
discovered fact nd I tried to point out, further, that the farther 
away we get in time, the less chance we have of understanding fully 
what is recorded and the more we need to deoend on the comments of the 
persons still close enough in time to retain the cultural humogeniety~ 
i?e have to make our on aprlication to our own culture, true, and when 
the culture changes out of al.l recognition, and the problems change --
environmentally -- to the point where there is practically nothing in 
common with conditions then, we have to be doubly careful that we do 
not make a completely false application. The principles do not change, 
true. But how can you be sure you knoT~r what they are in any given set 
of circumstance which may not be covered by that ancient culture? 
/You c-m. t be sure -- whether you do your own interpreting or have some 
supposedly superior intellect do the job for you --- so you may as well 
do the best you can on your own and enjoy it. Aside from the New Testa;
meat -- and not evs:n all of that -- we don't have "the comments of the 
persons still close enough in time to retain the -cultural homogeniety'~, 
That's where the historian comes in, dammit. Any present-day theelogi~-
cal scholar is much better informed as to the culture of Christ's time 
tnah any member of the ecumenical councils which d~ cIdad so much church 
ddbtrine, Not to mention tho fact that while the passion and prejudice 
may still be with us, the present-day 

that,,,
net forced to fight 

for the actual survival of his religion and can afford to accept facts 
that do not always agree with his dogma. Your early Christian leaders 
simply couldn't afford to admit that there was any evidence which dis-
agreed with their conclusions, so they didn't admit it. RSC/ 

Re school : Granted, children should be taught the facts of life -
social, moral, ethical --- by their parents. But if the parents do not 
teach them, does not society havo a right to protect itself by making 
sure the children learn them anyway? The purpose of religion is (among 
other things`) to teach a child how to handle the problems of living in 
a close social contact, Let's face it: Children HAVE to learn self-
control, starting with toilet training, they are faced with a series 
of frustrations of natural urges. Even dogs an cats have to be house-
broken and tamed to live among humans -- how much more, then, is it im-
portant to teach a child how to be civilized? As I've said before, 
there are two emotions strong enough to hold in check emotions which 
must be controlled: love and fear, Sure, you can slap a kid around and 
beat the hell out of him until he behaves himself. But a better way is 
to teach him to do these things out of love for uod and his f ellowmeno 
You all admit that Society has the right to enforce its laws. To com=-
pel obedience by fear of the consequences of disobedience, Why, then, 
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this hysterical refusal to permit Society to enforce obedience throug~i 
a more acceptable reason -- Love of i~od? We have had some vi :1o. ob j e:~t 
lessons of what happens when a school is no longer strong enough to 
enforce obedience -- "Juvenile Delinquency n Public Schools'' is plant" 
erect all over the headlines in one city after another. The only wa.y 
Force can civili.. o a child, is by breaking his. spirit and making him 
coo spineless to disobey. But still you (plural) grow frantic when it 
is suggested that there could be a better method of producing a law--
abtdi ng citizen, WAY? 
/Well; in the first place, because your "love of God'' concept is so 
much baloney. .'That you really mean is that it's more acceptable to tell 
a child that if he's bad he'll burn in hellfire forever than It is to 
tell him that if he's bad he'll get spanked or go to jail. I don't 
agree. In the second place, you don't housebreak a dog or ca by teach—
ing them about the love of Good, and If you're going to teach a child to 
be obedient you had better start at a time when he understands English 
no better than your dog or cat does. RSC/ 

DAVID JENRETTE, 1939 S.W. lL.th. Terrace Miami, Flor' da — Ted TMJhite 
runs on at some length to criticize CT" Oarr. I rather feel that this is

.

a dead issue. In discussion, arMumen_t, debate -- I'm using these to;yms 
rather synonymously -- there are two poles, two extremes. At one end 
you have a debate based only on the evidence presented. An example of 
this would be a college debate, a scientific paper, etc, Not, of course, 
that these examples are really just based on the evidence presented, 
but they attempt to do s5Trr~their most idealized form. At the other 
extreme is all out c ;position s where the problem under discussion is not 
as important as the dom._Zat on o one ego over another. 

So there are the extremes: facts of the case versus the personality 
of the combatants. These things are fused together so that they're not 
separable, rea.11y a The problem rith 011 is that she is far, far to the 
personality end of the chart; while most of the rest of us are further 
to the other side. I re tried to write to Gh to see if she could com-
municate at a level that other people use, it is apparent that her per-
sonality is so imp octant to her that she can't risk it. 

Confucius had a saying about the guy Tnyho struck the first blow has 
lost the argument. I think the same way the guy who throws in the first 
dirty, extraneous remark has lost the debate, Of course, all this means 
that no one "rains" any debates, host of us can make decisions down at 
the "fact" end of the scale when they're about things that don't con-
cern or threaten us; naturally, it's a lot harder to be so objective 
when things are threatening. Actually, our reactions show more what is 
threatening us than what we r. e ~Lly believe. 

And I can't see where either end of the scale -- fact or personal-
ity -- is the one to follow. I mean, if I'm on a sinking ship and 
there's just one life preserver for one man and there's another man 
there; well, I don't care if he's got the most convincing arguments in 
the world, I;m ta]:dng that life preserver by whatever means I can. But 
when you see people continually 1Ivin at the personality end of the 
scale, it's a dead givcc ray that they're badly threatened, 
/Dave had other comments, but we're fresh out of rooms, Also, he includ-
ed a chart of his fact- personality scale, but T thought his comments 
were clear enough without it. RSC/ 
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